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DATE: September 6, 2018 
 

TO: Case File No. ENV-2017-590-MND 
 
FROM: May Sirinopwongsagon 
 City Planner 
 Department of City Planning 
 
SUBJECT: CITY'S ANALYSIS OF PROJECT'S POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO TRIBAL 

CULTURAL RESOURCES AT 554 SOUTH SAN PEDRO STREET AND 600 
SOUTH SAN PEDRO STREET (“PROJECT SITE”) 

 
This memo is to document and summarize the City’s good faith and reasonable efforts to carefully 
investigate and analyze potential direct, and reasonably foreseeable indirect, impacts to tribal 
cultural resources that may be caused by the above identified development project.  For a 
complete project description and timeline of Assembly Bill 52 (“AB 52”) compliance, please see 
Exhibits “A” and “B” respectively. 
 
To comply with its obligations under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and 
specifically the requirements of Public Resources Code Sections 21074, 21080.3.1 and 
21080.3.2, the City engaged in a telephone consultations with the Gabrieleño Band of Mission 
Indians-Kizh Nation (“Gabrieleño”), requested record searches of the Sacred Lands File (“SLF”), 
Exhibits “C”, and carefully reviewed all information submitted by the Gabrieleño.   
 
1. Consultation with the Gabrieleño  
 
Pursuant to the requirements of AB 52, the City provided written notice of the proposed project to 
Native American tribes that may be culturally affiliated with the Project Site, informing them of 
their right to request tribal consultation. The Gabrieleño was the only tribe who requested 
consultation. The consultation process included exchanges of information via email, and two 
telephone consultations with Andrew Salas (“Gabrieleño Representatives”).  
 
During the telephone consultation on May 17, 2017, the Gabrieleño Representatives, made the 
following claims: 
 

• The Project Site is located in proximity to trade routes 
• The Project Site is could be located in proximity to burial grounds due to the sites proximity 

to a hill 
 
During the call, the Gabrieleño Representatives stated that they would provide evidence 
supporting the claims and requested to have a monitor on site to have “eye vision” on site during 
development to prevent damaging any potential resources that may be found on the site. 
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Subsequent to the telephone consultation, the Gabrieleño Representatives did not submit any 
evidence to support the claims made during the consultation.  
 
2. The City’s Records Searches 
 
Independent of the City’s consultations with the Gabrieleño, the City requested record searches 
of the Sacred Lands Files (SLF). Staff also researched whether the Project Site is within or in the 
vicinity of any listed sites in the California Register of Historic Resources or National Register of 
Historic Places. The SLF record searches, dated April 11, 2017, did not identify the Project Site 
as a tribal cultural resource or provide any information that subsurface artifacts potentially exist 
on site or in the project vicinity that may qualify as tribal cultural resources. The results of the SLF 
record search did indicate that the Project Sites are located within the APE (Laguna Beach) and 
that the Gabrieleño Band of Mission Indians – Kizh Nation should be contacted. As described 
above, a telephone consultation was conducted with the Gabrieleño Representatives on May 17, 
2017.   

 
ANALYSIS 

 
The City carefully considered the information provided by the Gabrieleño Representatives during 
the phone consultation in support of their claim that this project has the potential to impact tribal 
cultural resources, and the tribe’s request for the City to require its proposed mitigation measures 
to mitigate those potential impacts. The City has concluded that there is no substantial evidence 
to support a determination that this project could reasonably foreseeably impact tribal cultural 
resources.  
 
During its review, Planning staff evaluated the relevance and credibility of each piece of submitted 
information alleged to be related to the Project Site, determined the geographic distance between 
any stated tribal cultural resource and the Project Site and evaluated the truthfulness, 
qualifications and integrity of any facts offered by the provided information sources and 
references. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the information provided by the Gabrieleño does not qualify as substantial evidence 
that the Project Site is a tribal cultural resource.  The City has determined the Proposed Project 
will have no potential direct, and reasonably foreseeable indirect, impacts on tribal cultural 
resources.   
 
However, in the unlikely event that tribal cultural resources are inadvertently discovered during 
the excavation and grading of the Project Site, the City would include the following recommended 
Condition of Approval in the event that the City recommends approval of the Projects:   

 
• Tribal Cultural Resource Inadvertent Discovery. In the event that objects or artifacts 

that may be tribal cultural resources are encountered during the course of any ground 
disturbance activities (excavating, digging, trenching, plowing, drilling, tunneling, 
quarrying, grading, leveling, removing peat, clearing, pounding posts, augering, 
backfilling, blasting, stripping topsoil or a similar activity), all such activities shall 
temporarily cease on the project site until the potential tribal cultural resources are properly 
assessed and addressed pursuant to the process set forth below:  
o Upon a discovery of a potential tribal cultural resource, the Project Permittee shall 

immediately stop all ground disturbance activities and contact the following: (1) all 
California Native American tribes that have informed the City they are traditionally and 
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culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the proposed project; (2) and the 
Department of City Planning at (213) 473-9723. 

o If the City determines, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21074 (a)(2), that 
the object or artifact appears to be tribal cultural resource, the City shall provide any 
effected tribe a reasonable period of time, not less than 14 days, to conduct a site visit 
and make recommendations to the Project Permittee and the City regarding the 
monitoring of future ground disturbance activities, as well as the treatment and 
disposition of any discovered tribal cultural resources.  

o The Project Permittee shall implement the tribe’s recommendations if a qualified 
archaeologist, retained by the City and paid for by the project Permittee, reasonably 
concludes that the tribe’s recommendations are reasonable and feasible. 

o The Project Permittee shall submit a tribal cultural resource monitoring plan to the City 
that includes all recommendations from the City and any effected tribes that have been 
reviewed and determined by the qualified archaeologist to be reasonable and feasible. 
The Project Permittee shall not be allowed to recommence ground disturbance 
activities until this plan is approved by the City. 

o If the Project Permittee does not accept a particular recommendation determined to 
be reasonable and feasible by the qualified archaeologist, the project Permittee may 
request mediation by a mediator agreed to by the Permittee and the City who has the 
requisite professional qualifications and experience to mediate such a dispute. The 
Project Permittee shall pay any costs associated with the mediation. 

o The Project Permittee may recommence ground disturbance activities outside of a 
specified radius of the discovery site, so long as this radius has been reviewed by the 
qualified archaeologist and determined to be reasonable and appropriate. 

o Copies of any subsequent prehistoric archaeological study, tribal cultural resources 
study or report, detailing the nature of any significant tribal cultural resources, remedial 
actions taken, and disposition of any significant tribal cultural resources shall be 
submitted to the SCCIC at California State University, Fullerton.  

Notwithstanding the above, any information determined to be confidential in nature, by 
the City Attorney’s office, shall be excluded from submission to the SCCIC or the 
general public under the applicable provisions of the California Public Records Act, 
California Public Resources Code, and shall comply with the City’s AB 52 
Confidentiality Protocols. 

Furthermore, the following Regulatory Compliance Measures are implemented for all projects 
citywide:  
 

• Regulatory Compliance Measure CR-4 (Human Remains):   If human remains are 
encountered unexpectedly during construction demolition and/or grading activities, State 
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that no further disturbance shall occur 
until the County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition 
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pursuant to California Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5097.98.  In the event that 
human remains are discovered during excavation activities, the following procedure shall 
be observed:    
 

o Stop immediately and contact the County Coroner:    
1104 N. Mission Road 
Los Angeles, CA 90033   
323‐343‐0512 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday) or    
323‐343‐0714 (After Hours, Saturday, Sunday, and Holidays)    
 

If the remains are determined to be of Native American descent, the Coroner has 24 hours 
to notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). 
 
The NAHC will immediately notify the person it believes to be the most likely descendent 
of the deceased Native American.  
 

o The most likely descendent has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner, 
or representative, for the treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, of the human 
remains and grave goods.    
 

If the owner does not accept the descendant’s recommendations, the owner or the 
descendent may request mediation by the NAHC. 

 
• Regulatory Compliance Measure RC-CR-2 (Archaeological): If archaeological 

resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or construction activities, work shall 
cease in the area of the find until a qualified archaeologist has evaluated the find in 
accordance with federal, State, and local guidelines, including those set forth in California 
Public Resources Code Section 21083.2.  Personnel of the proposed Modified Project 
shall not collect or move any archaeological materials and associated materials. 
Construction activity may continue unimpeded on other portions of the Project site. The 
found deposits would be treated in accordance with federal, State, and local guidelines, 
including those set forth in California Public Resources Code Section 21083.2. 
 

o Distinctive features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of skilled 
craftsmanship which characterize an historic property shall be preserved. 

o Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the 
severity if deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive historic feature, the 
new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities, 
and where possible, materials.  Replacement of missing features shall be 
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

o Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to 
historic materials shall not be used.  The surface cleaning of structures, if 
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

o Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and 
preserved.  If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be 
undertaken. 

o New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy 
historic materials that characterize the property.  The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, 
and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its 
environment. 

o New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in 
such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the 
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 
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Furthermore, the following mitigation measures have been incorporated due to the Project Sites 
proximity to the Zanja Madre (a historic water conveyance system). 
 
Mitigation Measures (Cultural Resources) 
5-1 Prior to Project construction, the prime contractor and any subcontractor(s) shall be 

advised of the legal and/or regulatory implications of knowingly destroying cultural 
resources or removing artifacts, human remains, bottles, and other cultural materials from 
the Project Sites. In addition, in the event that buried archaeological resources are 
exposed during Project construction, work within 50 feet of the find shall stop until a 
professional archaeologist, meeting the standards of the Secretary of the Interior, can 
identify and evaluate the significance of the discovery and develop recommendations for 
treatment. Construction activities could continue in other areas of the Project Sites. 
Recommendations could include preparation of a Treatment Plan, which could require 
recordation, collection and analysis of the discovery; preparation of a technical report; and 
curation of the collection and supporting documentation in an appropriate depository. Any 
Native American remains shall be treated in accordance with state law. 

5-2 Before ground disturbance, field observations regarding the geo-archaeological setting 
shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist to determine the presence of undisturbed 
sediments capable of preserving archaeological remains, and the depth at which these 
sediments would no longer be capable of containing archaeological material. An 
archaeological monitor shall be present during initial excavation activities. The duration 
and timing of the monitoring shall be determined by the qualified archaeologist in 
consultation with the Department of City Planning and the Project Applicant. The qualified 
archaeologist may designate an archaeologist to conduct the monitoring under their 
direction. 

5-3 Prior to Project construction, the prime contractor and any subcontractor(s) shall be 
advised of the legal and/or regulatory implications of knowingly destroying paleontological 
or unique geologic resources or sites from the Project Sites. In addition, in the event that 
paleontological resources or sites, or unique geologic features are exposed during Project 
construction, work within 50 feet of the find shall stop until a qualified paleontologist, can 
identify and evaluate the significance of the discovery and develop recommendations for 
treatment. Construction activities could continue in other areas of the Project Sites. 
Recommendations could include a preparation of a Treatment Plan, which could require 
recordation, collection, and analysis of the discovery; preparation of a technical report; 
and curation of the collection and supporting documentation in an appropriate depository. 
Any paleontological resources or sites, or unique geologic features shall be treated in 
accordance with state law. 
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